BOD Meeting
September 11, 2018
Wesleyan University, Exley Science Center
4:30-6:00pm
Order of Business
 Present: PR, DV, MT, RL, NH, DH, FM, CG, SP via skype
 Meeting called to order, 4:35 pm
1. Minutes July 24, 2018 Meeting [DH]
Minutes approved as amended.
2. Treasury Report [FM – Treasury report appended as attachment 1]



Summarized by FM. Report appended.
Previous treasured report, approved as amended

3. Correspondence [RL]








RL summarized, noting that a thank you letter had been received for a
donation from the GSC in support of the parks program. That letter is
appended to these minutes as attachment 2.
RL indicated numerous emails were received from AGI. The board
recommended that RL evaluate and use discretion on forwarding emails
he considers useful to the society.
MT alerted the board to an offering of CT academy of science and
engineering. This relates to an opening for a science policy fellow to work
with DEEP and the State on emerging contaminant issues. Focus on
science policy advisory for the legislature (PFAS). This effort seeks a Ph.D.
or sabbatical position with relevant expertise. Please alert Mt of possible
candidates that you are aware of.
It was suggested that this could be posted as a link on the GSC website
and shared with the academic advisory board.

4. Committee Reports
Membership [JS]
 Membership management and event registration software? So that people could verify their status
o No new development at present. CG suggested a separate meeting to discuss the cost/benefits
of this effort. As such, CG will set up a meeting with JS, CG, and Lindsey to make
recommendations.
o Testing will be needed if registration is modified. It is helpful for board members to test all links
and report any issues to CG.
o It was suggested that a membership look up button would be very helpful.
 JS reported updated the simple membership form (as on the website).
 An updated brochure file as well as posters will be available to distribute at the academic advisory
committee.
Communication and Education
Website updates (FM;CG)
 Updates and changes were discussed along the lines summarized under membership.
 RL sent biographies for recipients for the Joe Web Peoples Award.
Academic Advisory committee [PR]
 PR described the upcoming Academic Advisory Committee meeting scheduled at Wesleyan for
Tuesday Sep. 25th 6:00 pm.
 Agenda will include a summary of GSC activities, requesting brief summaries from departments as
to their activities, discussing the GSC can help departments and suggested short summaries of
departments and current research be posted on Geoconnections.
 These interactions could help the GSC recruit student members, share our brochure, and alert
departments to our AGI affiliation, student scholarships, meetings and field trips.
GSC Distinguished Lecturer [PR]
 PR sent out solicitation for nominations. He will post the final language of the position to the
society google drive.
 JS indicated that Robert Winch would be a very good person for the designation, although he may
still be very busy with his move back to Connecticut.
 Discussion followed on the nature of the position and the types of presentations the person would
likely provide.
 RL was also raised as a strong candidate for the position, as someone who was willing to serve in
the current year.
 This was well received, and there was general agreement that RL would be an excellent
Distinguished Lecturer. He seemed willing to take this on.
Program Committee [NT/MT]
Field Trip [FM]: town meeting & alternate date [Fall/Spring]
 The field trip will be proposed for early April, a time when vegetation growth will minimally
obscure outcrop.

 This will also provide time to discuss the trip with relevant town officials and share with them the
benefits of such a field trip.
 Local approval is needed, communicating with the town in December. The board would like to
some of the new information to show the town when asking for approval.
10th Annual Meeting [Nov.9th] [CG]
 Have a board meeting in October on the annual meeting. MT will send a doodle poll for a meeting
solely on the annual meeting.
 Paul Olsen is the speaker. Dean of faculty will bring welcome from Trinity. Key note lined up. Three
titles were proposed. The board choose:
o Arctic Ice and Ecological rise of dinosaurs
 Food coordination with catering need to be finalized, along with arranging a menu, bartender, and
other items related to the event. The main dining room for dinner for socializing. NH will
coordinate with MT and JS.
 DH will email a save the date email, once website is ready to receive registrants. He will need to be
notified when it is appropriate to email the membership.
GSC/EPOC Fieldtrip? [CG]
 A Coastal field trip may be given for the GSC/EPOC trip, but with fewer stops.
 NH will communicate with EPOC to determine their desired time for presenting.
 It would be worthwhile to offer this field trip to GSC members as well.
 MT would like to announce this trip at the annual GSC meeting at Trinity.
 NH will determine date of the joint field trip (Nov. vs. spring)
ELECTIONS [RL]
 5 people have agreed to run for another term, DH, JS, PR, RL, FM
 DH will email the membership with our nomination slate and invite additional nominations.
5. OLD Business
Student Research Fund Application Scoring Criteria [RL]
 Scoring criteria was circulated (max of 18) with point values.
 This system was moved, seconded, and approved
Dinosaur State Park [MT]
 MT indicated that she has communicated with the director of State Parks summarizing the history,
significance, and capabilities needed by the park manager. She also emphasized the importance of
maintaining access to the trackway for research.
AGI Affiliation Proposal [MT]
 MT has received a letter indicating we are an official regional affiliate.
 We can reexamine this initiative next year. Dues at present $100, goes up to $250 next year
6. New Business
Meeting Adjourned:

 6:30 pm

Attachments
1. Treasurer’s Report

2. Letter of Appreciation from Friends of Dinosaur State Park

3. Student research grant evaluation summary

